
PLS 101 - Lecture 4

What did the Federalists believe?  And whoís an example of a Federalist 
supporter or who were the Federalists?  Alexander Hamilton was a very strong 
Federalist.  What do the Federalists believe?  Whatís the essential Federalist 
position?  A central government?  Thatís very true.  In other words, a 
national government?  Okay.  Should that national government be strong or 
weak?  Relative to the states it should be strong.  Thatís right.  How about 
the anti-Federalist position, then?  Itíd be the opposite, right?  Where the 
power resides mostly with the states, right?  And who was a very ardent 
supporter of the anti-Federalist viewpoint?  Who?  Say again.  Tall guy?  
Woodall?  Somebody more famous than that.  Thomas Jefferson.  Thomas 
Jefferson.  I think of Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson as two very 
important figures that highlighted their differences in philosophies.

Let me ask you another question and Iíd like to start doing a little 
application here.  Today a Federalist would look more like a Republican or a 
Democrat?  Okay.  A Federalist would look more like a Democrat and an anti-
Federalist would probably look more like a Republican.  Okay.  Good.  So itís 
good that you saw some of the basic contrasts between the two.

Which is a better position, Federalist versus anti-Federalist?  Thatís 
obviously a matter of your own political ideologies.  In fact, let me tie that 
into it real, real quickly as well.  The political ideology test in our 
discussion of political ideologies a few days back?  Your score on that is 
somewhat linked to this Federalist versus anti-Federalist position.  You may 
not know it, but some of you are at heart Federalists and some of you are more 
at heart anti-Federalists.  You have an anti-Federalist philosophy of 
government or a Federalist philosophy of government.

Hopefully, the ideologue test will actually help to pinpoint, you know, 
more of that for you as well.  If you believe in the idea of a strong national 
government to take care of problems in our society and promote equality, some 
of that coincides essentially with a lot of the Liberal position, that gives 
you more of a Federalist position.  The anti-Federalist would be having the 
idea of a weaker national government.

In talking today, what I want to do is I want to try to see how far we get 
in the conversation and finish some of the discussion up here.  Thereís a lot 
of material there.  I donít want to give it short shrift.  I want to make sure 
that we do provide enough coverage of it.  We also do need to start moving 
quickly into Chapter 3 on federalism as well.  So today weíre gonna ó 
hopefully our goal is to see how far we get with Chapter 2.

Iíve got up here on the screen the idea of different principles embodied 
in the Constitution.  Letís talk a little bit about some of these principles 
here.  Popular consent is a very important principle embodied in the 
Constitution.  Going back to the idea of Locke, basically government is based 
upon the consent of the governed.  So your buzzword there is consent of the 
governed.  Thatís what popular consent is.  And you remember in terms of John 
Lockeís philosophy, this idea of liberty being a natural right, itís the idea 
that government is based upon the consent of the governed.  How that idea of 
liberty smack-dab flies in the face of a prevailing view about authority at 
the time, that is based upon the divine right of kings.  And how this idea of 
liberty being based on the consent of the governed was really at the time a 
very radical concept.

Along the same lines, the idea of the rule of law.  And what we mean by 
that is the idea that ruler like those who are ruled ó youíre all answerable 



to the law.  Even those who make the law are answerable to the law.  Thatís 
what the rule of law is.  We will let laws govern our society.  Very simple 
but important idea.

Republicanism.  Republicanism is the idea ó whatís a republic?  When you 
think of republic, think of a representative democracy.  We are based upon a 
representative democracy.  So this idea of Republicanism ó thatís what theyíre 
getting at here is the idea that we have a system of government where we elect 
people, elected officials, who will make important decisions for us.  

This oneís very important.  National supremacy.  This is found in the 
Constitution.  Weíre gonna look at the Constitution in just a few minutes 
here.  This is based upon the idea that the Constitution is the supreme law of 
the land.  Language to that effect is found in Article 6 of the Constitution 
and itís known as the supremacy clause.  Now, why thatís important and what 
that basically means here is that any Federal laws ó what this has basically 
come to mean over time is any Federal law is supreme over state law.  If 
thereís any conflict between a state law and a federal law, according to the 
supremacy clause what basically this means is that the federal law will be the 
controlling law.

We also have here a very important concept, federalism.  Federalism is a 
concept embodied in our Constitution.  And when you think of federalism, we 
devote an entire chapter, Chapter 3, to federalism.  Federalism essentially 
looks at the relationship between the national government and the states.  
What federalism basically is saying here is that weíre going to basically 
disperse authority, not only have one level of government but three levels of 
government:  natural, state and local.  Weíre gonna disperse authority across 
three different levels.

Along the same lines or similar lines we have a system of ó I put these 
two up together ó separation of power and checks and balances.  What I want 
you to do is ó you might want to pool separation of power and checks and 
balances.  Pool those together.  Now, I want to explain a little bit about 
between the latter two and federalism but I want to tie it into this whole 
idea about dispersing or dividing up political authority.

Do you remember we were talking about before, a few days back, we were 
talking about the fact that one of the concerns of the founding fathers is 
that we did not want to have political power or authority concentrated in too 
few hands.  For example, if we gave the Executive or the national government 
too much power, or the President too much power, then what that might very 
well do is trample upon our own individual rights.

So what the founding fathers decided to do in their debate about the 
Constitution was, ìWeíre gonna disperse political authority.  Weíre gonna do 
it two ways.  Weíre gonna disperse political authority vertically by creating 
basically not only national government but also state and local governments, 
and dispersing power that way giving states plenty of power to make their own 
decisions.  All the power does not reside only with the national government.  
So weíre gonna disperse it vertically.  At the same time, weíre also gonna 
disperse it at the national level, horizontally.î  And thatís where separation 
of powers and checks and balances come very much into play.  In other words, 
weíre not just gonna have one branch but weíre gonna have several branches.  
Weíre gonna have three different branches and weíre gonna give them powers to 
check what the other two branches can do.  And weíre gonna talk about that in 
just a few minutes as well.  But what I want you to understand at this point 
is thinking about federalism and how it contrasts with separation of power and 
checks and balances.  Itís the way in which we really try to disperse 



political authority.
This may not be a very useful example for you but let me just see if it 

works.  Many years ago there used to be a dishwashing commercial put out by 
Dawn, Dawn dishwashing detergent commercial.  And what they would do, somebody 
would pour just a little drop of Dawn in a greasy sink.  And, of course, what 
happens to all the grease?  It just scatters in all different directions.  And 
itís not the perfect analogy, but when I think about federalism and separation 
of powers, I kind of think about that Dawn dishwashing detergent commercial.  
I donít know why, but I do.  But the idea is because is disperses political 
authority in all different directions.  We didnít want to concentrate 
political power or authority because if we did that potentially makes where it 
is too powerful and it could potentially usurp our Constitutional rights or 
our civil rights and liberties.  So what we want to do instead, we create a 
system of government where we have that dispersed both vertically this way in 
terms of federalism and then horizontally at the national level in terms of a 
system of separation of power and checks and balances.

Now, letís talk about a couple of examples of checks and balances that we 
can do.  Congress.  We created a legislative branch and the question is how 
can Congress check the powers of the other branches.  There are many ways.  
Let me just ask you for your own input.  How can Congress, for example, check 
the power of the President?  What can Congress do to stop the President from 
doing something?  Give me an example.  Give me an example.

Okay.  Congress can potentially call for impeachment proceedings, yes, 
against the President.  Congress has the right to begin impeachment 
proceedings against the President.

[Inaudible student response]
Very good.  Yeah.  If Congress passes a bill, of course the President has 

to sign it, right, before it can become law.  The President says, ìI am not 
signing it.  Iím gonna veto it.î  Congress can potentially override that veto 
if it has enough of a majority, two-thirds majority in both houses, to 
override that majority ó to override that veto.  So Congress can ó I mean, 
either impeach the President as a way of checking the President or another 
example would be overriding a Presidential veto.

Letís get another couple of quick examples.  How can the President ó well, 
even before that.  Iím sorry.  Letís go back.  How can Congress check the 
power of the Supreme Court or the Federal district courts?  Now, again this 
may be a little bit more of a difficult answer.  Yes, sir?

[Inaudible student response]
Absolutely.  Great answer.  Any potential person that comes up for ó in 

the Federal judiciary ó at the district level, at higher levels and including 
the Supreme Court ó any of those Federal judges ó they are nominated by the 
President but with the advice and consent approved by the Senate.  Not the 
Congress as a whole, but by the Senate.  If thereís a Federal judge that the 
President may nominate but the Senate does not like that judge, the Senate can 
pass on that and not allow that nomination to go forward.  At the Supreme 
Court, one that comes to mind several years ago was when Ronald Reagan was 
President and he nominated Robert Bork to the Supreme Court.  And the Supreme 
Court ó well, Robert Bork was considered a very conservative judge.  And at 
the time the Senate judiciary committee was controlled ó the Senate was 
controlled by Congress ó Iím sorry ó the Senate was controlled by Democrats 
and the Senate judiciary committee was therefore headed up by Democrats, and 
they voted against the nomination of Robert Bork to the Supreme Court.  So the 
Senate in this case can check the judicial branch in terms of nominations.



Another thing that Congress as a whole can do, by the way ó and weíll talk 
about this a little bit later on when we talk about Congress ó is Congress can 
also determine the size and the jurisdiction and the number of lower courts.  
The Congress doesnít really determine how much jurisdiction of the Supreme 
Court but the lower court does.  So those are some examples of how Congress 
can check the powers of the other two.

So how about the President.  We were talking a little bit about veto and 
so forth, so obviously one of the ways the President can check the powers of 
Congress is naturally veto, right?  Congress can send a bill forward.  The 
President can say, ìI donít like this bill.  Iím gonna veto this bill,î and 
thatís what he can do.  And then unless they can get a two-thirds majority to 
override that veto, that veto will stick and therefore that bill will not 
become law. And the veto power is a very, very important power that the 
President has.

Another way in terms of the President being able to control the ó or check 
the powers of other branches, for example the judicial branch, he can go back 
to nominations.  The President ó anytime thereís a vacancy open among Federal 
judgeship positions, the Federal judges, the President has the right to 
nominate someone.  Interestingly enough ó this is way down the road, but those 
nominations ó if you get selected to be a Federal judge, how long do you get 
to be a Federal judge?  For life.  Itís a lifetime appointment.  And so 
obviously if youíre President and you have a chance to choose somebody on the 
Supreme Court, especially ó you know, you can really have a deciding influence 
on the nature ó the future makeup and the future decisions of the Supreme 
Court for quite some time.  The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court right now, 
Rehnquist, who is in the midst of ó probably is gonna be retiring soon because 
of his health problems.  Do you know who William Rehnquist was appointed by, 
by any chance?  Way, way, way back when.  Richard Nixon.  Richard Nixonís 
voice has been living on, you might say, in the decisions of William 
Rehnquist.  And, of course, Richard Nixon died many, many years ago and, of 
course, he left the presidency back in the 1970s because he resigned.  So that 
gives some examples of how the President can change the powers of the Supreme 
Court or the judiciary as a whole in terms of his nomination, who he chooses 
to nominate.

Well, that brings us to the Supreme Court.  How can the Supreme Court 
check the powers of the other two?  How can the Supreme Court check the powers 
of Congress or the powers of the President?  One major thing comes to mind.  
The idea of ó pardon?

[Inaudible student response]
Supreme Court can declare acts of the President or acts of Congress 

unconstitutional.  So they can take a law and say, ìThis law is 
unconstitutional.î  That power, by the way -- itís very important that you 
know that.  That power is called the power of judicial review.  The ability to 
declare an act of Congress or an act of the President unconstitutional.  
Thatís the power of judicial review.  And thatís a very, very important power.

Another thing that you should know about and the book talks about this as 
well ó Iíll go ahead and mention it while weíre talking about the whole idea 
of judicial review.  Judicial review was first established in a very famous 
court case in 1803.  Does anybody know the name of that court case?  Youíll 
need to know it on our exam.  Marbury v. Madison.  Marbury v. Madison.  That 
established the power of the Supreme Court ó the authority of the Supreme 
Court to be the final arbiters.  What they were saying, in terms of judicial 
review, ìWe are the final interpreters or the final arbiters of the 



Constitution.î  Thatís what judicial review is.  So any actions taken by the 
President or actions taken by the Congress can be reviewed by the Supreme 
Court in terms of constitutionality and the Supreme Court can declare those 
actions unconstitutional.

[Inaudible student response]
A very good question.  The question is this: Is this right of judicial 

review absolute?  Once the Supreme Court has basically said, ìThis is what the 
Constitution says,î is there any recourse?  And the answer is yes, but itís 
not a very effective one.  Weíll give you the example of flag-burning, a 
little history about flag-burning, at one point in time in a very important 
Supreme Court case called Texas v. Johnson.  When George Bush Senior was 
President, there was a law that Congress passed ó let me see if I can get the 
facts correct ó a law that Congress passed that was declared unconstitutional.  
The law basically was that Congress said, ìYou cannot desecrate the flag.î  In 
other words, flag-burning, for example, is unconstitutional.  The Supreme 
Court looked at that act of Congress and the Supreme Court said, ìYou know 
what?  As vile and despicable as it is to burn the flag or desecrate the flag, 
what it represents is a freedom of expression, a freedom of political 
expression.î  So the Supreme Court said, in Texas v. Johnson, basically 
rendered invalid the Congressional law.  And so basically they said, ìItís 
okay to desecrate the flag.î

George Bush and the Congress ó when the Supreme Court ruled on that in 
Texas v. Johnson, George Bush said, ìFlag-burning is wrong, dead wrong.î  Heís 
right.  Both Bush and the Congress moved immediately to do something.  What 
could they have done to make it constitutional?  Tough issue here.  But if the 
Supreme Court says, ìThis doesnít line up with the Constitution so therefore 
you canít do this,î what can they do?  They can do sort of a back-door end-run 
around by trying to amend the Constitution.  Thatís what they can do.  Thatís 
the recourse that the Congress or the President may have, is to try to propose 
an amendment to the Constitution.

But obviously, as we will talk about this later, itís very difficult to 
amend the Constitution.  And it requires two-thirds approval of both houses 
and three-fourths of the state legislatures have to approve any amendments to 
the constitution.  Itís very difficult to amend the Constitution.  And I can 
guarantee you that immediately ó immediately that they push forth to try to 
amend the Constitution, it didnít even get out of either house.

Let me give you another good example.  You may have heard of a couple of 
court cases back in 1963, Murray v. Curlett.  Murray was the son of Madalyn 
Murray OíHair, a very famous person who was a declared atheist.  And in a 
series of court cases, the Supreme Court basically declared that required 
Bible readings in schools were unconstitutional.  And you may have heard a 
pastor say, ìBack in the 1960s the Supreme Court threw out prayer in the 
schools.î  And it was basically a series of three different court cases.  The 
Supreme Court did not throw out prayer in the schools or throw out Bible 
readings.  It threw out required or state-sponsored religious activity.  So, 
for example, I can no longer come in here and say, you know, ìIím a very 
religious person so letís all open up our Bibles or pray before we start.  
That would be required and you have to pray or Iím gonna give you an F for 
today.î  Now, that would be required state-sponsored religion.  The Supreme 
Court threw that out.

My point here in this is to say that when that happened, that marked a 
fury of anger in Congress and Congress immediately said, ìWeíre gonna exercise 
that back door opportunity and weíre going to amend the Constitution to say 



that required Bible reading or required prayer is okay.  It is 
constitutional.î  Just like Texas v. Johnson.  They wanted to amend the 
Constitution that said it is not okay ó in other words, to have another 
amendment to say you cannot desecrate the flag.  See, once the amendment is 
passed, the Supreme Court still has to go by what the Constitution says, 
amendments and all.  So they said, ìLetís amend it to basically say that 
required Bible readings or required prayer is okay.î  But it never even made 
it out of a ó even a majority out of either House or Congress, much less a 
two-thirds majority.

But again, thatís an example of how the Supreme Court can take the powers 
of the other two branches.  They do have a recourse but it is a bit limited in 
terms of how effective it can be.  Yes, sir?

[Inaudible student response]
The question is: Does the Supreme Court have any say in terms of --
[Inaudible student response]
Good question.  Does the Supreme Court get involved in the amendment 

making process itself and the answer is no.  The Supreme Court basically waits 
to see what happens with that Constitutional amendment and then if itís 
approved, it becomes part of the body of law that the Supreme Court now has to 
interpret all future laws according to that standard.  So it basically changes 
the benchmark of the standard on that.  Good question.

Let me talk to you a little bit about also in terms of checks and balances 
and other things.  Oh, and I think even before ó let me just say something 
very, very quickly to you before we get too far afield.  At the back of your 
book here, the Constitution is on ó begins on page A-4.  If you have your 
book, turn to the back there just for a second.  Iím not gonna make you read 
the Constitution here in class but you should read the Constitution.  Itís not 
that long.  It begins on page A-4.  But let me give you a couple of little 
important things about how the Constitution is organized so youíll always 
remember this and youíll say, ìAha.  Itís not that complex.î  It is complex 
but it isnít complex at the same time.

Let me just show you here something on page A-4.  The Constitution is 
divided up into Articles and these Articles might be like major sections or 
topics of a book or chapters, you might even say.  Article I deals with the 
legislature.  It deals with Congress.  So anything about Article I deals with 
the Congress.  And, in particular, I want you to turn one page over, over to 
page A-7.  Very important component here is Article I, Section 8.  Weíre gonna 
come to that again in just a bit but thatís a very important thing.  You might 
want to highlight that.  These are basic specific powers given to Congress, 
the things that Congress can do.  Remember we said whatís the purpose of the 
Constitution: To spell out and define what government can and cannot do.  
Well, this is how itís spelling out and defining what Congress can or cannot 
do.

So you see, for example, Congress shall have power to do things like 
borrow money, to lay and collect taxes, to coin money, to declare war, things 
like that.  Those are specific powers of Congress.  Letís go over one more 
here.  Letís look at Section 9.  Section 9 are specific limits of Congress.  
Itís saying what Congress and government, the national government, cannot do.  
And weíll talk about that in just a bit, too.

So Article I particularly deals with legislature.  Section 8 and Section 9 
are particularly important in terms of spelling out their rights, what they 
can do and what they cannot ó the limitations of what they cannot do.

Article II.  If Article I talks about Congress, Article II is gonna be 



talking about the presidency.  Itís much shorter.  It talks about basically 
the role or responsibilities of the President.  Article III, then, will talk 
about the judiciary, specifically the Supreme Court.  Article I, Congress; 
Article II, the President; Article III, the Supreme Court.  Thatís pretty 
easy, right? 

Article IV.  Letís talk a little bit about that.  Article IV deals with 
the various kinds of relationships among states.  And one thatís very 
important is Section 1.  This is on page A-11.  Article IV, Section 1, Full 
Faith and Credit clause is what thatís called.  You see where it says ìFull 
Faith and Credit shall be given in each Stateî?  Basically it says that you 
shall recognize ó people in one state shall recognize the legal acts of other 
states.  Section 2 talks about the idea of ó if youíre a citizen in this 
state, you know, the privileges and things that you have as a citizen would 
apply to other states as well.  So basically this deals with the relationships 
among states.  Thatís Article IV.

Article V.  Simply, how do you amend the Constitution.  Weíll talk about 
that in a bit, too.  Article VI.  Weíve already mentioned that, the supremacy 
clause.  You see about halfway ó this is on page A-12 ó and about halfway 
down, the second paragraph under Article VI, basically it says ìThis 
constitution, and the Laws of the United States . . . and the Treaties made 
under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the 
Land.î  Thatís the supremacy clause.  And then Article VII talks about whatís 
required to ratify or adopt this Constitution requires approval by nine of the 
thirteen states to adopt.

And then after that, you basically have the Amendments to the 
Constitution.  And the first ten Amendments, of course, are known as the Bill 
of Rights.  And then from there on, the Amendments subsequent to that.  Our 
Constitution was last amended in 1992.  That basically prohibited Congress 
from giving a pay raise to itself. So anyway, some things I wanted to talk 
about.  The Constitution in terms of how itís organized is actually fairly 
simplistic.  Some of the interpretation over the last 230 years regarding the 
various Amendments and other issues become very, very complex in a lot of 
different ways.

Okay.  Having said that, let me talk a little bit about a very important 
issue about ó that sort of speaks to the movie that we saw on Friday about 
this idea of ó the whole view of the Federalist viewpoint v. the anti-
Federalist viewpoint, and I want to talk a little bit about this.  James 
Madison is one of the authors of the Federalist Papers.  The Federalist Papers 
were basically a series of documents that were being promulgated and sent out 
to people throughout this new nation, basically that provided the argument as 
to why we needed to adopt the Constitution.

In the process of this, the Federalist Papers are valuable today because 
they helped provide an important commentary of what the Constitution ó in 
other words, what were the founders thinking when they wrote this particular 
part, when they talked about the idea of separation of powers?  What were they 
thinking?  And this provides some information, some background information and 
some insights, to help us today.

One of the things I want to talk about with Madison that I think is pretty 
useful was this whole idea of ó he talks about this idea of factions and a 
tyranny of the majority.  And I think this is very interesting.  He basically, 
first of all, takes the idea that, you know, people are driven by self-
interests which is a very, I think, a basic proposition a lot of people will 
agree with.  Weíre all driven by self-interests.  And in the process of being 



driven by self-interests, we will form into factions which ó somewhat 
analogous to todayís interest group.  But weíll join a group of people who 
have shared some kind of a united common viewpoints or beliefs.  As youíve 
always heard, birds of a feather flock together.  Sort of the same idea as 
well.

And factions per se are not necessarily a bad thing.  Itís just a natural 
tendency of human behavior and human interaction as they operate in 
government.  The problem here that he saw was that factions can lead to what 
he called a tyranny of the majority.  If one particular faction becomes too 
powerful, it can dominate other groups.  The minority groups.

Now, letís play a little game here just to show you how this might help ó 
might work out.  Letís just say, for example, that we are going to ó weíre 
creating our own government in a small ó weíll take a small town.  We are 
members of our community or representatives of that community perhaps.  There 
are a lot of us ó again, just as an example here ó a lot of us who feel very, 
very strongly about religious beliefs.  So weíre gonna say, you know, ìWe 
believe that a religious community is a good community and itís good for 
family values, and we all stand together.  So we think we need to do things to 
promote religious observation in our community.  Maybe one of the ways we can 
do that is by requiring people to go to church.î 

So letís say that we say, ìOkay.  Weíre not gonna be so specific as saying 
youíd better go to one church only, but youíve gotta go to church at least 
three times a month.  So you need to register your name, register your church 
membership, and weíre gonna take rolls to make sure youíre there.  And if 
youíre not there, guess what?  Weíre gonna fine you.  If you miss more than 
two or three or maybe five or six in a yearís time, weíre gonna fine you.  And 
if you donít ó if you just keep on missing church, weíre going to throw you in 
jail.  Weíll do something like that.î  So hereís the idea, then, is that we 
have a group of people who feel very, very strongly about religious 
observance.

So let me just for the moment just take sort of this section of this class 
here.  All of you believe in the idea that the community that prays together 
stays together.  You guys are the heathens over here.  You say, ìReligion is 
fine and important, but donít be telling me where to go to church or how often 
to go to church.  Itís part of my liberty, right?î  Well, we say, ìYou know 
what?  We donít agree with you.  We think that your position is wrong here.  
Letís take a vote.î  

So in our vote ó weíre a body of representatives here.  Weíre gonna take a 
vote and guess vote?  How many of you vote for having this law, raise your 
hands.  And my faction over here votes yes, right?  This small section over 
here says, ìYouíre a bunch of idiots.î  But guess what?  The law still passes.  
And therefore weíre going to exercise these rights and youíre gonna start 
going to church whether you like it or not.

Now again, Iím just giving you a silly example here but this is a good 
example of how tyranny of the majority can very well take place.  There might 
be people who have very, very divergent or opposing views and if theyíre not 
part of the majority faction, they may very well feel that their rights are 
trampled upon.  And they may say, ìIf you donít like it, you can leave.  In 
fact, somebody will move in your house that believes like we do.  Weíll be 
even more homogeneous.  Thatís a good thing.  Forget diversity.î  Thatís what 
they might say.

The point simply is this.  This is something that Madison recognized way 
back when in terms of how factions ó people are gonna normally form into 



factions.  There are the religious factions, thereís the anti-religious 
faction, maybe thereís a non-religious faction, whatever it may be on any 
particular issue.  And the concern here is that can the majority faction 
dominate over and over and over again to the point where they actually trample 
upon the rights and liberties of those who disagree with them.

Madisonís solution to this essentially was that at the national level this 
was his basic argument for separation of powers.  He believed that we should 
have a government with separate powers.  By doing so, this would prevent one 
faction from gaining just one ó the upper hand in one particular area.  In 
other words, think about government being of only one branch.  Remember the 
thing about the idealistic ó that we had the legislative, the judicial and the 
executive functions all merged together into one branch.  And letís say that 
one branch came to be dominated by faction A.  Faction B is the minority.  
They may be a very vocal minority but they get voted over and over again out, 
or their positions do not get heard or implemented.

According to Madison, the way you prevent this kind of tyranny of the 
majority is by separating these things out into three branches of government.  
And so he even envisioned the possibility that maybe one faction might come to 
dominate one branch, another faction might come to dominate another branch, 
and even a third faction might come to dominate the other branch.  But if 
nothing else, by having a system of separation of powers and a series of 
checks and balances, we could actually prevent tyranny of the majority from 
occurring.

So basically his solution here to this was by having a system of 
separation of power -- that was his solution -- and, at the same time, I 
should also point this out, a stronger national government.  So a strong 
national government with a series of checks and balances.  Question?

[Inaudible student response]
Can there be a tyranny of the minority?  To the extent that the majority 

may feel like theyíre having to accommodate the preferences of the minority.  
They may feel that way, but would you ó well, the question here is: Can you 
have a tyranny of the minority.  What do you think?

[Inaudible student response]
So, in other words, somebodyís gonna be having ó is it one or the other, 

right?  Should you always have majority winning or should you have minority 
accommodating.  Or let me ask you a related question here.  Is accommodating 
minority interest the same thing as tyranny of the majority?  If you believe 
that the role of ó I mean, this is a very important issue here.  Should the 
role of government be helping to achieve a certain degree of equality in our 
society or not?  If you are in favor of that, youíre probably gonna take a 
Federalist position and express a concern here about tyranny of the majority.  
If you are not in favor of that, youíre much more of an anti-Federalist 
position, I would think.  I could be wrong here, of course.  But again, it 
does get into a lot of good issues.  Thatís a very good question at some 
point.  At what point does accommodation ó does accommodation become tyranny 
or accommodation?  So again, a very important issue here.

Let me give you this right here as well.  In a lot of ways ó and this 
still speaks to the same issue ó in a lot of ways the whole debate between the 
Federalists versus the anti-Federalists, really that debate was around 
liberty.  This is very important to know.  They both were very much concerned 
about liberty.  But the question was, which is worse?  And hereís the contrast 
to make sure you understand this.  Is liberty best achieved by having ó or let 
me talk about the concern here.  The Federalists believed in a strong national 



government.  They believed in having a larger, diverse republic.  They were 
concerned about tyranny of the majority.  The anti-Federalists believed that 
you should not have a strong national government.  You should have power 
closer to the people, like the states have more of a say than the national 
government.  By that way we have more of a sense of accountability, that 
government would be more accountable to us.

So hereís the crux to that argument or the debate here about liberty.  
They both were very much concerned about liberty.  How is liberty more likely 
to get trampled upon: by a strong national government coming in and stomping 
out attempts by the majority to rule in those homogeneous communities or ó in 
other words, a powerful Federal government could actually usurp our liberties.  
That was the concern of the anti-Federalists.  The Federalists said, ìLook.  
You need to have a strong national government to be able to come in and stop 
this kind of stuff from going on.  Weíre people too.  We may not be in the 
majority, but we have rights too.  And so therefore we need to have an ally, a 
large, powerful, national government to come in to prevent that.î 

Do you see, in some respects, theyíre both concerned about liberty.  How 
was liberty best achieved: by having a strong national government or by having 
a weak national government?  Depending upon your perspective here you may come 
to a different conclusion, but that was the central argument or the debate 
there.  They were both intensely concerned about liberty.

But which infraction of liberty was greater?  Having a national government 
powerful, to come in and tell the states what they can and cannot do?  Such as 
during the times of ó like in the ë50s with Mississippi.  Or is it more of a 
concern about liberty being trampled upon by local interests?  We talk about 
the Federalists and weíll get more into that very issue.  But that basically 
encapsulates, I think, the whole argument about liberty and the differences 
between both camps.  They both were very much concerned about liberty.  The 
question is, which infringement is worse.

Now, there had to be ó before the Constitution was adopted, there had to 
be a Bill of Rights that was also adopted to insure individual liberties.  As 
you saw in the film, a lot of the states were not gonna sign on to the 
Constitution unless there was a Bill of Rights that specifically would give us 
specific types of rights that individuals have.  And so immediately after the 
Constitution was accepted by all the states, work really began quickly on 
developing amendments to the Constitution that would guarantee individual 
liberty.  There were originally 12 amendments.

Now, let me talk to you a little bit about some other points regarding the 
Constitution, specifically about the powers here.  We talked about the 
different types of powers granted by the Constitution.  Article I, Section 8, 
are those things it delegated.  And this is an important issue as well.  Those 
are the powers that Congress specifically has the right to do.  So we mention 
the idea, for example, to raise and declare an army, Navies, to coin money, to 
declare war ó Congress has the power to declare war.  These are specific 
powers that are granted by the Constitution to Congress, and over time has 
basically meant the national government as a whole.

Reserve powers are another importance of the powers.  Theyíre not in 
Article !, Section 8, but theyíre actually found in the 10th Amendment to the 
Constitution.  So when you hear reserve powers, always think of the 10th 
Amendment to the Constitution.  I guess I should read the Constitution, the 
10th Amendment, here just to show you what it says here.  The 10th Amendment 
states as follows.  Listen to this, okay?  And again, you might want to 
bookmark this in your book here.



The powers not delegated to the United States by the constitution, nor 
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the states respectively, or to 
the people.
In other words, in a lot of ways itís a blank check to insure that the states 
have plenty of power.  So these are powers reserved to the states.  And 
anything that basically is not specifically ó that this is only the Federal 
governmentís responsibility, then itís a power that can be assumed by the 
states.

Another very important power is this idea of implied powers.  This takes 
us back to Article !, Section 8.  Let me just again flip over a couple of 
pages here to point out something here, back on A-7.  Again, itís something I 
would really encourage you to highlight here.  If you just look at the very 
bottom of page A-7, itís a very earth-shattering statement.  I do not jest.  
It says here,
To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into 
Execution the foregoing Powers, . . .
Thatís known as the necessary and proper clause.  Thatís a very important 
power.  Thatís also known as implied powers.  The book talks about enumerated 
powers also.  Well, thereís also implied.  Within that same Article I, Section 
8, thereís also this idea of implied powers.  ìTo make all Laws which shall be 
necessary and proper for carrying into Executionî is delegated powers.

Now, why is that important?  Because it has given Congress and then over 
time by default the national government enormous powers that probably the 
founding fathers had no idea what this would mean or, quote, ìimplyî ó no pun 
intended ó with the passage.  And so just to give you an example of an implied 
power would be this.  Letís say does Congress have the right to create the 
Internal Revenue Service?  Will you see that in the delegated powers, you have 
the right to create the Internal Revenue Service?  We all love the IRS this 
time of year.  Does Congress have that right according to the Constitution?  
Will you see IRS, Internal Revenue Service?  Of course not.  But Congress does 
have the right, for example, to collect taxes.  So an implied power would be, 
for example, to implement that, would be the creation of the Internal Revenue 
Service.

Let me give you another quick example.  Does Congress or the national 
government have a right to create a draft?  Weíre thinking about, for example, 
thereís been some debate about should we institute a draft.  And thereís been 
some debate back and forth on that.  But the question here is: Does Congress 
have the right to establish a draft according to the Constitution?  And the 
answer, of course, is no.  But it does ó I mean, Iím sorry -- as far as 
delegated powers.  But it does have the implied powers because of the right to 
raise an army.  So it has the delegated right to raise an army.  To implement 
that may mean to include a draft.

Thereís been some other examples.  For example, regulating commerce and 
some other issues that have really ó Congress has used that to expand the 
powers of the Federal government through that.  I like to think of the 
necessary and proper clause, the implied powers, as sort of the camelís nose 
syndrome.  You know, once you get the camelís nose under the tent, the whole 
camelís gonna be there in just a little bit.  Itís the same idea.  If you want 
to say what is one of the major things that has contributed to the growth of 
the Federal government, for better or for worse or for better and worse over 
the past 230 years, I would point to you this implied powers clause.  Because 
that has a ó in a lot of ways itís basically given the Congress and by 
implication the Federal government a blank check.  Anything in the name of 



carrying out these responsibilities, it has the right to do these things 
according to the implied powers.

This, by the way, was affirmed in a very important court case.  Marbury v. 
Madison is important because it establishes the Supreme Courtís right of 
judicial review in 1803.  Just a few years later in 1819 there was a very 
famous court case, McCulloch v. Maryland.  This is important for several 
reasons.  But in this context the issue was, can Congress establish a national 
bank.

Alexander Hamilton was very much in favor of creating a national bank.  
Somehow having a national banking system to regulate ó to help regulate our 
money system, our financial health, our economy.  And he was very much in 
favor of that.  Well, again, you will see nothing in the Constitution about 
establishing a national bank.  This issue came up in McCulloch v. Maryland and 
the Supreme Court ruled in 1819 that, yes, Congress did have the right to 
establish a bank.  So that in itself is the minor issue.  The major issue is 
what this basically did.  It affirmed the constitutionality of implied powers.  
This was the first case in which implied powers was used and tested, and the 
Supreme Court said yes, Congress does have the right to establish a national 
bank under the general authority of implied powers.  So thatís a very 
important court case.  This court case is gonna be coming up next week when we 
talk about federalism ó or a little bit later on when we talk about federalism 
as well.  But thatís why itís important.

We talked about Article I, Section 8.  Article I, Section 9, certain 
limitations.  Letís just talk about some of these things here.  Article I, 
Section 9, specific limitations placed upon by the Federal government.  And I 
think what weíll do, just in the light of the fact that Iím gonna be running 
over in terms of your time here, this is probably a good stopping point.


